July 6, 2017

Brewster Kahle
Founder & Digital Librarian
Internet Archive
300 Funston Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94118
Dear Brewster,
Jim and I enjoyed speaking with you last week. We love your enthusiasm
for making more books accessible to more people and enabling digital
lending of out-of-print works. We also appreciate your interest in creating
more efficiency by sharing digital copies, instead of every library having
to make its own.
We’re brought up short by one piece of your proposal, however. Your
Open Library project already licenses or buys the copyrighted ebooks it
lends, and we were excited that you intend to expand on that. What you
can’t do, however, is distribute free copies of ebooks to other libraries,
who would otherwise be in the market to buy or license them. This would
be illegal, whether or not the libraries already own hardcover copies, and
we can’t imagine that a foundation like the MacArthur would want to be
involved. Apart from the illegality, it would be a serious blow to the
ability of authors to make a living. It seems you have set aside only
$40,000 or so under the grant proposal for the acquisition of 4 million
books, meaning that only a tiny fraction of the 4 million will be paid for.
Distributing free ebooks to libraries would drain vast sums from the
publishing ecosystem and would supplant the market for authors to bring
back formerly out-of-print works. We’re committed to preserving the
viability of writing as a livelihood and profession, as a means of ensuring
free expression. We believe you are, too, so this part of your plan surely
needs to be reconsidered.
It used to be that the commercial life of a book ended when brick-andmortar shops no longer kept it on their shelves. Publishers declared the
book “out-of-print” and that was that. All that is changing fast nowadays.
The bad news for authors is that shelf lives are shorter than ever.
Bookstores hustle last month’s book out quickly to make room for this
month’s. The good news is that new opportunities to give books a second
life through print-on-demand and ebooks are popping up every day. The
revenue from these sources is not huge, but for many authors this long tail
will be what makes a book possible in the first place and tips the scale just
enough to enable them to keep writing instead of having to find other
work. Because many authors’ income is already so low (our 2015
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survey found mean income of just $17,500 for full-time authors), it doesn’t take much lost
income to make writing unsustainable.
Some people have the mistaken idea that as soon as a publisher says its version is out of print,
every book becomes fair game. You’re not one of those people, I hope. To be sure, some books
no longer have an interested copyright holder. Also, many copyright holders eventually become
happy to see their books enter the public domain. Our licensing and registry efforts are aimed at
finding those—efficiently and effectively freeing those books—while respecting the copyrights
of authors who can still benefit from an extended online marketplace.
As we discussed with you on the phone, the Authors Guild is working to expand the ability of
libraries to participate in the growing ebook universe. We want to make it possible and
affordable for libraries to license ebooks directly from authors, as we’re doing in our pilot project
with the New York Public Library. There’s no reason this can’t be done properly for all libraries
—the amounts of money involved in paying for the books will be small. If you are not in fact
planning to distribute free copies of copyrighted books as part of the project, we would still love
to work with you by helping obtain low-cost or free licenses from authors for their out-of-print
and self-published books. But we can’t participate in a project that encourages libraries to lend
the digital copies of copyrighted books you create without permission or any payment.
All the best,

Mary Rasenberger
Executive Director
The Authors Guild
cc: James Gleick
President
The Authors Guild

